Is the risk of possible mutations induced by the
new vaccination technology worth considering?
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With the spread of the new coronavirus, a new vaccination technology, based on
messenger RNA, was implemented (Cohen 2020; Dai & Gao 2020). The opinions of
scientists about the new technology of vaccine production are diverse, from very
optimistic to very skeptical (Lawton 2020; de Vrieze 2021). I will not go into too much
detail, because only an immunologist or virologist can express himself objectively in this
context. I will develop here, as a biologist, only the idea of possible mutations that could
occur as a result of vaccination with the new type of vaccine, mutations to which many
scientists frequently refer (mass-media opinions). So, with this critical note, I propose to
present my opinion in a simple way, for everyone's understanding, about the risk that
these mutations caused by the messenger RNA reverse transcript could pose for the
health of the vaccinated patient.
It is important to note that those who do not understand the genomics and
evolution of the genome in eukaryotes should not comment on the mutations that the
vaccine could produce, although these mutations are possible, at least in theory.
It is known that we, humans, are infected and populated with dozens of viral
strains every moment of our existence. These viruses change our genome permanently,
moreover, a large part of the human genome is viral DNA (Tang et al 2020).
So, with or without the messenger RNA-based vaccine, human DNA is constantly
changing with some frequency. Although we have repair molecular systems that correct
lesions and transcription errors (Tarsounas & Sung 2020), mutations caused by errors
can remain irreversibly altered (McKinney et al 2020). Yes, they can be lethal,
carcinogenic or not, but that is part of eukaryotic life (Sueoka 1988). If these permanent
mutations would not happen, today we humans would still be poor bacteria.
If messenger RNA from the new type of vaccine causes mutations in our cells, the
cells may just as well become mutant due to the pandemic virus or any other silent virus
in the human flora. With these viruses, human being is born, lives and dies, and does not
necessarily die because of viruses virulence.
Without claiming that the vaccine is perfectly risk-free for the patient's health
(Wadman 2020), I would suggest to forget this genetic modification thing. Not for any
other reason, but new conspiracy theories are being born for free.
The vaccine-induced mutation could be significantly harmful only if vaccine
manufacturers premeditated gene therapy targeted at a carcinogenic locus, or
responsible for the individual’s firm personality, or fertility, but I hope it has not gotten
there with human malice.
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